S1074 Simpson, Gloria, Collection, 1870-1946
7 Folders, 1 Oversize Box, 178 Photographs

This collection is available at The State Historical Society of Missouri. If you would like more information, please contact us at shsresearch@umsystem.edu.

James Simpson donated the Simpson collection in January 2012.

The collection consists of 178 photographs, two publications and a WWII scrapbook put together by Gloria Simpson. Ms. Simpson accumulated the collection when she worked for Frank White, a commercial photographer in St. Louis.

The subjects of the photographs include St. Louis street scenes and historical buildings, street cars, riverboats, school orchestras and images of the tornado damage in 1927.

FOLDER LIST
1. Photographs 1074.1-1074.21
2. Photographs 1074.22-1074.49
3. Photographs 1074.50-1074.76
4. Photographs 1074.77-1074.138
5. Photographs 1074.139-1074.168
6. Photographs 1074.169-1074.177 (Negatives)
7. Decorations and Trophies of Charles Lindbergh (photographs by Frank White), 1928

OVERSIZE
World War II Scrapbook, Compiled by Gloria Simpson, 1941-1945
History of the War in Front Pages, St. Louis Globe Democrat publication
Photograph 1074.178